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'Tis evident, that all the sciences have a relation, greater or less, 
to human nature; and that h(JU)ever wide any of them may seem 
to run from it, they still return back by one passage or another 
... since they lie under the cognizance of men, and are judged 

by their p(JU)ers and faculties. 
Hume, A Treatise all Human Nature, xv. 

M 
onsignor Quixote, according to Graham Greene, believed his car, Roci
nante, to run on prayer, care, and attention. Sadly enough, academics are 
seldom as fussy about what keeps their models going. Stopping every 
few miles to see if, and why, the engine is working is a silly way to drive. 

To have little clue as to what keeps one chugging along may be still less wise. It is wor
rying when scholars relax at the wheel, so to speak, with blind faith in the inexhausti
ble capacities of the academic machine and ignore what goes on under their intellectual 
bonnets. 

In this essay I want to explore the problem of "meaning" in other cultures (Bali in 
particular) in view of the importance of context in interpreting speech and action, and 
the unspoken theoretical presu ppositions about a universal human nature that inform 
much academic discourse. 

THE BACKCROUND 

A problem raised in the Introduction was, if meaning is partly contextual, how can the 
infinite range of possible contexts delimit a coherent object of study? Some answers 
take the form of cutting down the field of possibilities by selecting criteria of relevance. 
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One can try to focus on what is implied or presupposed in utterances,' although this 
has yet to be done successfully. One can filter possible contexts by appeal to human 
interests: people are treated as trying to maximize some goa\. Apart from the well
known models of Man as an economic or rational animal,' two of the most popular are 
those of human beings as seeking to gain power, or to render the world meaningfuL ' 
So it is common to talk of "utility" being " maximized ," social ties or interpretations 
being " negotiated," or "meaning constructed." It is in order to cut context down to size 
that such theories of human nature, or of human purposes and interests, are invoked. 
Hence confusion over context is intimately linked with confusion over appropriate 
models of human nature. The four images alluded to in my title are four of the more 
popular Western construals of who the Balinese "a re." Yet we shall see that not only 
are the models of Western commentators and of the Balinese utterly different, but even 
their ideas of explanation may be incommensurable. 

CONTEXTUALlZATlON IN BALI 

Much of the existing interpretation of Balinese culture is based on the assumption that 
language or meaning works in one particular way, so that the Balinese may be ade
quately explained from a single perspective. There are obvious weaknesses to such a 
stance and it may be fruitful to explore the possibility that language in its broadest 
sense has different uses. One might consider then the conditions under which state
ments seem to impute an essential meaning or close off the range of potential contexts.' 
Rather than assume that words must denote definitely, we might look at essentializing 
as a style or strategy. This approach opens the way for a more ethnographically sensi
tive recognition of the other styles or strategies which may be found. Contextualizing 
in some form would then be an obvious alternative; so might pragmatizing (after the 
pragmatic theory of truth) where it is regarded as necessary to take action without the 
time, or need , to conside r the intricacies or the fuller contextual implications. From the 
speaker's, rather than the listener's, point of view there is also a whole battery of 
loosely "rhetorical" devices to attract attention and persuade an audience. 

One of the seemingly simplest kinds of situation which Balinese villagers encoun
ter in everyday life is considering how to apply terms for the groups and institutions 
which make up their immediate frame of reference and action. How far can such 
groupings be unambiguously defined, thereby Circumscribing the context of their use? 

Balinese settlements are often known as desa. ' The term commonly suggests a 
physical village and its territory, and is opposed taxonomically and in practice to a 
ward, or banja" the group responsible for organizing the daily affairs of the residents. 
In Tengahpadang, as in many other areas, the desa tends also to be considered as a 
group with mainly religious functions , the foremost of which is the observance of reli 
gious law and practice to ensure the ritual purity of the traditiona l settlement land, the 
lanah desa. Difficulties naturally arise from these divergent conceptions. Desa members 
are heirs to individual compounds on village land, and as such are collectively under 
the protection, and authority, of the village's guardian deities, whose sphere of influ
ence is thought of as defined by the boundaries of the lallal! desa . On the other hand, 
the des. may equally be viewed as the broader area where the villagers live and work 
(which may extend into fields beyond the lanaI! des. proper). As people migrate, the 
nature of their ties to, and membership of, the desa becomes more complicated . On dif
ferent occasions, then, the desa may be defined as a bounded territory in which certain 
people live or work, as the zone of influence of a set of deities, or as a place of origin. 
Which aspect comes to the fore depends on the circumstances, espeCially when dis
putes over desa jurisdiction occur. 
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In order to define Balinese village structure, Geertz has attempted to circumvent 
the ambiguities in terms like desa by an appeal to "planes of social organization" which 
are "a set of invariant fundamental ingredients," the possible combinations of which 
define the parameters of Balinese society.' His aim was to escape from the misappre
hension that a society can any more be epitomized by a " representative" unit than by 
a synthetic amalgam of materials depicting "social structure." Unfortunately, in steer
ing clear of one essentialism, Geertz has fallen into another' He writes that the deSil is 
part of the "shared obligation to worship at a given temple.'" Defining the desn as a 
group of worshippers, however, conceals significant differences in what "worship
ping" implies. One may nyungsung ("support") a temple, which means to be a full 
member of a temple group with accompanying ineluctable rights and duties . One may 
maluran ("make offerings, give to a superior"), which refers to the daily offerings each 
household takes along when its members go to pray. (Many members of the desa are 
expected to maluran, but are not required to nyungsllng, the latter duty falling only on 
owners of compounds on the traditional Village land.) Finally it is possible to pray 
(m/lspa in high Balinese; mebakti in low) without making large offerings. Maturan , and 
certainly muspa, may be done by people with no formal membership of the group, 
across all sorts of social and even caste boundaries. Boon has suggested that the plane 
of temple organization is better understood as "a meta-mode to index the other 
modes."'Jt is certainly of a different logical order than some of the other prinCiples, but 
if its function is an index, cognitive map, or "simplified model of Balinese social struc
ture, " '" then it fails abysmally. For the sheer range and diversity of temple congrega
tions is far more complex than the reality of which it is supposed to be the index ." 

The confusion is due partly to there being more than one criterion involved in the 
principles of incorporation." The same holds for the other "planes of social organiza
tion ." Snook, often glossed as "irrigation association," is defined by Geertz as about the 
"ownership of rice land lying within a single watershed."" It is quite possible, how
ever, to own rice land within a watershed and not belong to the local, Or indeed any, 
s/lOOk. Moreove r, their charters (awig-mvigJ commonly define such groups in terms of 
control not of land, use of land, nor labor, but of water, although not necessarily from 
a single source. On different occasions, and according to circumstance, their sphere of 
competence may be quite differently interpreted." Similar observations can be made 
about other Balinese social institutions. 

How far one can conclude that one feature of an institution is essential and theoth
ers ancillary emerges from a brief look at the definition of marriage in Bali." The sine 
qun non of marriage appears to be the rite of mesakapaf'/ (a term which also means " to 
work someone else's land" -but not as an in-law) between two partners . The practice 
of low-cas te girls undergoing the rite, not with a prince, but with his sword or house
pillar, can be accounted for by metonymy. By this criterion, however, it is not just 
human beings who marry: pigs, slit gongs, and drums pass through an identical rite. 
In what sense would one wish to state these to be married? The point is not as trivial as 
it might seem. Whether the union of human beings is the essential feature of marriage 
and everything else metaphoric "extension ," Or whether, for instance, we are dealing 
with culturally appropriate forms for the conjunction of complementary opposites
of which humans are one example-is hardly by the way. 

The serious difficulties really begin when we consider what "marriage" involves. 
The rites themselves vary in degree . So the dis tinction between becoming a secondary 
wife or a concubine may be hard to fix, and could lead in the past to confused legal 
claims . It is also possible for a ceremony to occur but sti ll be overlooked . Balinese may 
engage in "marriage by capture" (llielega~lda}lg , as opposed to mock capture, I1gambis). 
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Ii a girl is taken by force, at least from her own and her family's point of view, the rite 
may be ignored. Matters become still more complex in that what constitutes "agree
ment" is open to dispute. What one side may consider elopement, the other may treat 
as capture and act accordingly. In other situations marriage may be a necessary crite
rion of membership in certain groups. For instance, the unit of membership in the 
ward is normally the kurel1, " comprising an able-bodied male and female, usually but 
not necessarily married." It is, of course, perfectly possible to tidy aJJ the exceptions 
away and maintain that there are essential characteristics to Balinese marriage . The 
result, however, is pretty vacuous, and ignores the kinds of confusion in which 
Balinese villagers often land and the problems they face in interpreting these confu
sions. Such an approach might be valid if it could be shown that the Balinese acted as 
if there were essential features, but no one seems to have asked." It is implicitly 
assumed that ideas contain consistent essences. What would happen, though, were 
certain notions contradictory or contrary (as Quarles van Ufford, for instance, has sug
gested, of the idea of authority in Java)? For what is the essence of a contradiction?" 

One of the most commOn ways of Circumnavigating the complexities of what peo
ple actually do is by recourse to the " rules" which inform their activities. Regularity is 
not then to be explained at the level of actions, but in terms of the rules or ideals which 
guide these actions . The device is as popular as it is pernicious, for it appeals to a ques
tionable epistemology and commits a category mistake by confusing the analyst's and 
actors' (asymmetrical) frames of reference. There is also a hidden contextual clause in 
much reference to rules. For is a rule a categorical, or a hypothetical, imperative? Is it 
an unconscious structural determinant, a legal injunction, an expectation, or a regu
larity? It is common to find different senses being put forward in different contexts by 
preCisely the people who deny that context is important at all. 

Such analytical assumptions beg the question of how the Balinese regard and use 
such rules. A simple example will make the point. One of the few rules on which eth
nographers seem to agree is the Balinese ban on sister-exchange, which is usually rep
resented as an absolute prohibition.'" Unfortunately the Balinese have different 
interpretations of their own kinship "rules." What is an absolute prohibition on one 
reading, is merely undesirable on another. Different castes, and people expressing dif
ferent aspects of identity, tend to adhere to different versions of what is proper or pos
sible. So the proscription of sister-exchange may be treated simply as a ban, or it may 
be seen as a means of protecting people from dangerous liaisons. Since Sister-exchange 
is usually classified as a "hot" (panes), as opposed to a "cool" (etis) union, it risks dam
age to the people concerned and to theirsocial ties. In Tengahpadang one man did con
tract such a marriage. He was politically opposed to the then-dominant local elite, who 
stressed the religious and social value of observing what they saw as " traditional" kin 
ties. Was his action then merely the result of ignorance (as the establishment claimed)? 
Was it deliberate defiance? Or was it that the girl was attractive? His action could be, 
and indeed was, interpreted differently by different people in different contexts. Rules 
do not just exist as cast-iron commands constitutive of "culture" as such. They may be 
a matter for contemplation, interpretation, and rival assertion and challenge under dif
ferent circumstances. Perhaps we are dealing not with the determination of "funda
mental invariant ingredients" but with the circumstances under which some people 
assert and others deny different interpretations in different ways. 

This rather open view is at odds with most of the conventional accounts of Balinese 
marriage . Boon, for instance, notes the existence both of negative injunctions of the 
kind mentioned above and positive marriage standards.ll Marriage may be romantic, 
by elopement or mock capture, and is then most likely between kin groups not in alli
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ance." The other kinds of marriage are more likely to be arranged. They may be stra
tegic and designed to forge alliances between groups, or sacred and cemented within 
a kin group, although this is also " hot" and dangerous among very close kin like first 
cousins, unless one is strong enough to ward off the peril. 

There are serious problems with Boon's model, however. For a start it is ethno
graphically inadequate. There is no simple connection between ways of contracting 
union s and the three kinds of relationship he outlines. Important forms, like real cap
ture, are omitted. (It may be illegal, as Boon states, but the illegal is not the impossible 
and merely gives capture greater impact. ) Mepadik, formally asking for a woman in 
marriage, is conflated with the negotiation of agreement between all concerned (adung
adungan rerama), and with alcpang remma, where the parents impose their will on the 
children. Externally they may seem the same but, as the last involves coercion (paksa), 
to the Balinese the psychological implications are s tarkly contrasted. The link of ideals 
with social consequences suggests a mechanical relationship which overlooks the 
extent to which ideals are always asserted contextually. 

Boon implicitl y assumes that marriage is essentially the same cross-culturally 
(otherwise his referen ce to alliance theory would make little sense), even if its specific 
cultural forms differ. There is little consideration of the possibility that, as marriage 
involves at least two persons, we might require reCourse to Balinese ideas of person
hood and human nature. In describing romantic marriage based on love (for which 
Boon incidentally is obliged to use the Indonesian term einla)," Boon appears to believe 
that there is an emotion or inner state commensurable cross-culturally. He appeals to 
literary traditions, like the tales of Prince Panji , for collateral evidence . This appeal is 
shaky on two grounds. First, it may be tautologous: how do we decide to translate the 
motivation of characters in literature as " love" in the first place? Second, the robu st sex
ual flavor the Balinese are wont to read into personal attraction fits ill with the usual 
Western connotations of " love ." Romantic lust might be a better glossl 

The dangers of simplistic tran s lation come out clearly in Boon 's handling of 
"sacred" marriage. As Hooykaas has noted , what constitutes " the sacred" and what 
Balinese word would even roughly correspond to thi s English term are questions 
fraught with difficulty." The nearest term is probably suei, which is often glossed as 
" pure ." The two are clearly not coterminous . Suei is unders tood by the Balinese in very 
different ways: it may be used descriptively as an attribute, it may be prescriptive as an 
ideal, it may be treated at times almost as if substantial (although one should note the 
Balinese generally avoid imputing the existence of " matter," preferring to speak simply 
of particular objects as existing and events as occurring). Introducing a notion of " the 
sacred" merely distracts attention from the serious question of indigenous ontologies 
and styles of argument and interpretation. 

CONTEXTUAlIZING AND ESSENTIAlIZING 

The examples discussed so far have hinged on the ambiguity inherent in institutions 
which are defined in terms of more than one feature . Which feature is to the fore 
depends upon interpretive style, context, and personal perspective . Obviously life is 
carried on despite different readings being given by people on different occasions." 
Some collective representations, presuppositions and word s, however, may be 
asserted to be more critical, axiomatic or necessary to a postulated hierarchy of values, 
th an others. Such closure of poss ibility is arguably an aspect of power. So in this sec
tion I would like briefly to consider some of the conditions under which closure is more 
likely to happen or not." 

For example, the Balinese have a sy~tem of ranking similar in certain respects to 
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the Indian caste system. Kings, as warriors (satriya), were at the apex of the hiera rchy, 
being ranked in pu ri ty above everyone exce pt the brahmana, a caste of priests. Many of 
the diacritica of caste sta tus were held to be transmitted by birth . For sat riya these 
included courage, loya lty, and honesty. Members of other caste groups were regarded 
as relatively lacking such attributes. To speak of someone as being a satriya implied he 
had these characteristics. (It wiJI be noted that the word may be used as a title, or name, 
and as an adjective.) If being a sa tril/a implied being brave and so on, being brave 
implied one was a sntriya. Here we seem to have nn example of how qualities may be 
prescribed for a title, so that the proper contexts of use are circumscribed. 

In practice, however, not all princes were brave by Balinese standards; and some 
brave men were not satriya . The assertion " (all) salriya are courageous, loyal and hon
est" had two non-identical applications . The one through which the caste hierarchy 
wa s celebrated in dynastic chronicles and o ther texts was an ascrip tive reading. It was 
the offi cia l version, an authoritative discourse on how the world shou ld be seen. Yet 
enough princes were pal pable cowards and enough members of o the r castes were 
gifted with salriya qualities that realities could not be ignored. The scribes of dyna stic 
histories not uncommonly had to face the violent rise and accession to the throne of 
capable upstarts who could not be passed over in silence . On s uch occasions the official 
expla nation was usua lly that the upsta rt was " really" of satriya ancestry, that the gods 
had intervened, or something simi lar. " In this way the essentiali zing of the att ributes 
of snlriya could be mainta ined , thoug h the actual events were far mOre fluid than suc h 
ideological assertions made them seem. 

This brief ou tline shou ld make it clear why it is usefu l to talk of essentia l and con
textual meanings as being styles or strategies, and not as the ways word s in the mselves 
myste riously relate to the world. Being able to essentiali ze the " meaning" of satriya and 
to minimize unwanted contextuali zations has both epistemological and political over
tones. Relevance js not an attribute int rinsic to language so much as a va riable aspect 
of discourse. 

Some Ba linese terms have been subjected to so high a degree of cultural elabora
tion that their contextualization in novel ways might seem effectively ruled out. One of 
the mos t systematically and conSistently developed dis tinctions in Bali is the direc
tiona l axis of kilja and kelod. Kaja roughly denotes " towa rds the interio r," " upstrea m"; 
kelod, " towards the sea," "downs trea m." These, rathe r than Western compass points, 
frame the dominant sys tem of spa ti al representation, according to which the structure 
of villages, shrines, temples, houses, the layout of offerings and much else is oriented . 
The result is a totalizing classification , because the extremes of the axis have come to 
be linked with qua lities which are of great independent importance. Kaja is associated 
with ritual purity, and kelod with pollution. The two are often expressed metaphorically 
(and used metonymically in ritual) in the flow of water: pure water comes from moun
tain s treams and reaches the sea bea ring the de tr itus of human existe nce with it. 

The kilja-kelod classification encompasses a great deal. For example, the arr ival of 
foreign merchants and later tourists could easily be fitt ed in . Contacl with traders wa s 
conven iently on the coastline; and more rece ntl y most tourist hotels have been bu ilt 
around the few sa ndy beaches on the island. Both sides, working with quite different 
models of space, seem to have been happy with this arrangement. Tourists sunba the, 
swim and step on stonefish-a nd the traders push their wares - in the zone of impu r
ity, while the Balinese hold the high g round. Since demons are often thought of as 
large, red, hairy, and uncouth-j ust the a ttributes that Balinese tend to ascribe to 
Westerners-it was in slTict accordance with the classification that the latter should 
prefer to live by the sea, the cesspit of pollution . In this region of touris t money, fash
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ion, and the vast political resources of the Indonesian state administration (much of it 
concentrated in touri st areas and the geographically periphe ral provincial capital), 
reprehensible desire runs rio t: a g loomy picture, which fits, however, with Balinese 
and Hindu theo ries of the entropy of the world . 

The kaja -kelod axis is described va riously in the literature as: towards and away 
from Gunung Agung, the highest volcano; mountain-sea; inland-sea; interior-exterior; 
and upstream -downstrea m. It is linked with the propi tious and unpropitious, purity 
and pollution, life and death, and so forth. Part of this flux is simple scholarly inexac
titude, part is variations in Balinese contexts of use. One of the most common referents 
for this spatial axis is the path of wa ter (parallel to the familiar Malay axis 1I111-/11l1am 

Iheadwater-rivermouthJ) . Because most water comes from volca nic lakes a nd springs, 
kaja may refer to the direction of the mou ntai ns; but as it is associated with the pure and 
aus picious, there are contexts in which it can be used for any propitious direction 
(although I have not met it actually referring to "seaward"). Similarly the attribu tes of 
life and dea th often associated with east and wes t may be mapped onto the upstream
downstream axis and vice versa. Compared then to our polar axis around notionally 
fi xed points, the Balinese axis is more like the dial of a clock around the island's center. 

The classification is not neutral, however, since many types of values are linked to 
it. In so far as the political and religious hierarchy in Ba li is underwritten by the pre
supposition that ritual purity is graded, a differentia ted spatial grid may be more or 
less tied to hierarchy. The seemingly neat closure of the system is prey however to prob
lems of consistency, and allows for unexpected contextualization. If water is identified 
in some way with purity, then what about the larges t body of water of a ll , the sea? O n 
one interpretation, it is pollu ted; on another, it is so extensive in its purity that it is able 
to absorb all the impurities of the world . Demons may be identified wi th pollution and 
the periphery, but they are partly divine beings and so probably purer than human 
beings; moreover, they are identified with the dangerous aspects of high gods. And 
while the trad itiona l centers of Balinese culture and excellence lay inland, new wea lth , 
new possibilities a nd new sources of power e me rged on th e coast . Even the mos t 
entrenched cl assificat ion cann ot ensure clos ure . 

Another sim ple but elegant example of the proble m of context comes out in dis
cussion of which is the proper, desirable, o r ritually ideal direction of motion . Alm ost 
a ll Balinese agree that the proper direction for movement for processions, ritual lu stra
tions, the order of ea ting in ritual meals (nasi agilnlllgJ and even the erection of house
posts, is to the right." Usually this practice is recorded in Western e thnogra phies as 
"moving clockwise." Observation of Balinese temple ceremonies, however, shows that 
people quite freq uently circumambulate the temple anticlockwise. The link seems not 
to be to Hindu ideas of l>radaksilUl (and reverse movement, p"rwadaksilla in Bali), but to 
different ideas about the context of "right of." Is it to the right of the speaker, Or to the 
right of the subject o r object being circumambulated? (The problem is famili ar to stu
dents of Javanese shadow theater, where the question of right and left, Pandawa and 
Kurawa, victors and losers,'" is usually defined relative to the puppeteer, not the audi
ence .) So quite different emphases are sugges ted by motion to the right when seen as 
egocentric and when seen as focused on the other. 

If suc h classifications are tied to others, could it be that part of the closure is linked 
with key cultural assumptions, absolute presuppositions, which somehow lie behind, 
or govern, surface manifestations? Were it possible to show the re to be such a hierarchy 
of values, one would have strong grounds for arg uing that context can only play at the 
feet of the towering structure of culturally essential beliefs. There is evide nce aplenty 
of hierarchies being referred to in Bali, but we must be careful before leaping to conclu
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sions . In order to see how ~ hierarchy of values m~y be invoked, we m~y turn to a brief 
case study. 

A problem ~rose in one of the wards of Tengahpadang. A woman who owned no 
rice land used to be one of several traders in cooked meals on the main square. Her 
stall was an expensive brick building, sited, as it happened, directly beneath a 
waringi" tree, the Balinese equivalent of the Indian banyan. Various misfortunes 
had befallen the village, including the devastation of many families following the 
abortive Communist coup in 1965. It was remarked by a number of villagers that, 
unlike many other wards, there was no shrine in the squa re, and perhaps this 
accounted for the spa te of troubles which had happened. 

It was also recognized, however, that erecting a shrine would probably require 
destroying the woman's stall. Against this view ran the argument that the calam
ities were sufficiently grave that so serious a step might well have to be taken. In 
addition, the stall happened to be located on land belonging to the desa. Among 
the issues at stake were whether the misfortunes were connected with the absence 
of a shrine; whether their continuation would be prevented by building one; 
whether such a shrine should be erected underne~th the tree; and whether the 
spiritual benefits to the community outweighed the loss of livelihood for a villager, 
or at least the loss of that part of her capital which had gone into building the stall; 
and even whether putting a place for making profit in a pure spot had contributed 
to the misfortunes in the first place. 

A high caste geomancer" was called in, who was celebrated for his knowledge 
and mystical power (sakti). At a full meeting of the local ward he agreed that there 
might be a link between past troubles and the lack of a shrine, and that further 
misfortune might be mitigated by building one. He confirmed, after geomantic 
measurements of several possible sites, that the ideal place was where the stall 
s tood. But he also offered other places, especially one behind the ward meeting
pavilion. Seeing that the woman's stall was beneath the waringin, he warned the 
village against the wrong-doing which would be wrought by ruining the source of 
the woman's income. The meeting, however, promptly voted that, to be on the 
safe side, the shrine should be put up; and, as the stall was on public land, the 
responsibility for its remova l was the woman's and that she should bear the costs 
of pulling it down as well. 

It is striking that the link between the shrine and the misfortune was accepted on the 
geomancer's authori ty (it is not unusual to seek severa l different opinions), while his 
suggestion of alternative sites was ignored. In any case, as discussion wore on over the 
weeks before and a fter the consultation, the main issue became phrased in terms of the 
relative priority of an individual being allowed to pursue her (or his) livelihood and the 
possible threat thereby created for public welfare. (In addition, the widely accepted 
principle that the interests of disadvantaged members of the community, such as wid
ows [which the woman wasJ, should be protected wherever possible, had to be 
weighed.) 

In the course of the arguments, hierarchies of values were referred to by several 
parties. All seemed to operate on the assumption that a correct hierarchy existed, or at 
least that some principles had greater weight than ot hers. But there was no agreement 
on which was centra l. It was apparent that hiera rchy did not exist as a fixed system of 
reference; various elements in it were variably invoked to interpret the situation. 

Context was vital in other ways which demonstrate the inadequacy of an analysis 
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in terms of cultural ideals alone. I note merely the most salient. The woman's personal 
life was an ummentioned issue, as were the political party aspects of the whole affair. 
She had left her husband for the man who had been responsible for his death in 1965; 
and then deserted the latter for a man deeply embroiled in local polities, who had car
ried out the savage beating of her lover on political, and probably personal, grounds. 
(It was this lover who, while he still wielded political influence, had ensured that the 
building of her stall slipped through quietly.) The last man was an outsider, bitterly 
hated for his brutality, and sufficiently infatuated with the widow that it was widely 
thought that he would pay the costs of demolihon and rebuilding the stall for his new 
mistress. 

Several points emerge from this (highly truncated) story. First, any appeal to a 
definitive hierarchy of values would ignore how such values are actually used. Second, 
almost everyone did imply, but not always state, that there was such a hierarchy. If 
some claimed to know the proper order of priorities, others pointed out the issue had 
further aspects, queshoned the essential principle at stake and suggested another, or 
left the matter open. Essentializing and contextualizing were obviously part of various 
political strategies, but was this all? Different participants seem to have understood 
and argued the dispute in quite different ways. For the geomancer there was an ideal, 
as well as possible alternative sites according to the criteria laid down in his manuals. 
For some who were deeply concerned at the spate of inauspicious events, it seems to 
have been a matter of finding an immediate remedy regardless of the niceties; others 
were seeking the most fitting, m"nul, solution to conflicting interests. A minority, by 
their own private account, were as interested in humiliating the woman as in the 
shrines and were using the latter as an acceptable cloak for publicly unavowable 
motives. 

Yet are there perhaps some presuppositions in Balineseculture which are absolute 
for any group at anyone time? If there were, would they be free of context for their 
exposition? It is one thing to trace logical presuppositions (assuming that the logical 
operations of a culture, in theory and in prachce, have been studied) in an intellectual 
tradition which stresses formal consistency. as highly as ours; it is another to explore 
such presuppositions in cultures where a premium may be placed elsewhere. While 
inference or empirical evidence may be used to show that the Balinese do recognize 
and appeal to presuppositions, it remains a matter for research how systemahcally, 
and under what conditions, "absolute presuppositions" are actually found (as 
opposed to how fervently they are asserted) . 

CONTEXT AND HUMAN AGENCY 

Is it possible to infer a model from the Balinese material which would account for the 
ways context is invoked? I think not, for several reasons. One obvious approach is to 
try to establish a set of presuppositions so central that any change in them would pro
duce massive conceptual confusion or endanger the structure of authority. To do so, 
however, would be to reify what I have called essentializing and contextualizing styles. 
Neither is the exclusive prerogative of any group or caste; rather they are two ways of 
attempting to work out how collective representations should be applied to events and 
actions.3 1 

Relevance and context seem then only to be establishable empirically. If it is not 
possible to circumscribe the relation between cultural representations and actions in 
terms of a theory of meaning, might one not instead focus on the agents?J' In other 
words, can we provide an account of human interests or action which would delimit the 
goals, and so the effective means, whic;h the Balinese seek'" To pull off such a feat, 
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however, would involve postulating a theory of human nature and human agency. 
As Collingwood argued long ago, the various philosophers on whose thought 

much anthropological theory is based 

... assumed that human nature had existed ever since the creation of the world 
exactly as it existed among themselves ... that ollrreasoning faculty, Ollr tastes and 
sentiments, and so forth , are something perfectly uniform and invariable, under
lying and conditioning all historical changes . '" 

Furthermore, models of "society" generally rely on some truth, palpable or impliCit, 
about human nature. Lukes observes: 

Durkheim sides with Hobbes and Freud where Marx sides with Rousseau and the 
Utopians. For the former, man is a bundle of desires, which need to be regulated, 
tamed, repressed, manipulated and given direction for the sake of social order, 
whereas, for the latter, man is still an angel, rational and good , who requires a 
rational and good society in which to develop his essel/tinl nature." 

The point is not whether Lukes's characterization does justice to these thinkers, nor 
which of them may be right, but that a vision of human nature is an unacknowledged 
part of the academic's baggage. The humble ethnographer, panning his chosen back
water for nuggets of empirical truth, cannot safely dismiss the problem as part of the 
paraphernalia of the armchair theorist. What we find in the field depends largely on 
what we use to sift our facts. ". 

The problem may be seen in the seemingly contradictory ethnographic accounts 
of Bali , which portray its inhabitants as wildly different kinds of human beings. The 
Balinese variously appear as driven to establish order and meaning in the world; as fey 
actors strutting the proscenium of life, worried over stage-fright; as belligerent men of 
action, poised to attack their neighbors, enslave other islanders, or loot Dutch ships; as 
slaves to tyrannical rules or to established social and moral conventions. At times, of 
course, some Balinese may be thinkers, others thespians, soldiers, slaves or much else 
besides; but there is little point in asking "would the real Balinese stand up?" For the 
question assumes the Balinese to have an essential nature and thereby begs the inter
esting question. 

THE NATURE OF CULTURE IN BALI 

What kinds of model of human nature have been suggested to explain Balinese SOCiety? 
There are, of course, about as many as there are commentators. As Boon has argued, 
much of the early work on Bali should be seen in the light of Western, here especially 
Dutch, constructions of "the Other."" To the extent that in the first half of the twentieth 
century the stress was on a "neutral" description of social institutions, the assump
tions about human nature and society tended to be those of various schools of anthro
pology, such as Dutch structuralism. Enough has been said elsewhere about the kinds 
of assumptions made as to require no further comment here.J./' 

A rather different model of social action has recently been suggested by Geertz, 
which he claims can explicate the Balinese ethnography. It is worth considering as a 
text in its own right, because it is the most explicit formulation of a problem that other 
accounts have tended to take for granted. Geertz places the Balinese within a general 
theory of culture which" ... is essentially a semiotic one ... [whereJ man is an animal 
suspended in webs of significance he himself has spun."'" He takes it for granted that 
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a key aspect of human nature everywhere is man's need to make sense of the world, 
and of his place within it. Accordingly, the focus in analysis must be "an interpretive 
one in search of meaning."40 

How is the relationship between human beings and culture-as-meaningful 
described> On this point Geertz's language becomes strikingly metaphorical. A fasci
nating gradual shift occurs in the images by which this relation is represented . We start 
with something close to culture-as-a-kind-of-building." "Our data are really o,:,~own 
constructions of other people's constructions" which are, however, "structures of sig
nification" erected on a given "socia l ground." Once the point has been made that cul
ture is man-made, the images shift to various natural scientific techniques for 
observing and preserving it: anthropological interpretation is said to consist in "tracing 
the curve of a social discourse; fixing it into an inspectable form." It attempts to "rescue 
the 'said ' of such discourse from its perishable occasions."" When cultures have been 
"inscribed," their study becomes archaeological (if of the object) or archival (if about 
OUf inscriptions); for we must " uncover the conceptual structures that inform OUf sub

. jects' acts," In other words, we eventually arrive at the meaning, a ;'pseudoentity" 
which some anthropologists have " fumbled with" because they ignore the "hard su r
faces of life" and " the biological necessities on which those surfaces rest." From all this 
the anthropologist gleans the answers that those he has studied have given, in order 
"to include them in the consultable record of what man has sa id."" 

Geertz's metaphors might seem a little out of place in what purports to be a "sci
entific" approach to culture ." But the real difficulty lies in describing culture as man
made, for such a view is circular, since ideas about what human beings are like are 
themselves in part culturally formulated. Stress on biological and physical necessities 
also raises the interesting question of whose idea of biology and the physical world are 
we dealing with? Arguably a cultural account should consider indigenous ideas rather 
than postulate our contemporary views as universal. 

The unexceptionable grounding of Geertz's argument is in ethnographic detail: 

Behavior must be attended to, and with some exactness, because it is through the 
flow of behavior-or more precise ly, social action-that cultural forms find artic
ulation. ~s 

Already we have two transformations: behavior becomes action, and from this a spe
cific category of "social action" is somehow extrapolated. The next step introduces a 
significant framing of what anthropology is about. For "anthropological interpretation 
is constructing a reading of what happens."" In the following flood of metaphors, how
ever, the ontological nature of social action, or culture, undergoes a series of further 
reinterpretations . We are evidently now committed to a particular relation of society 
and the individual in which culture is created, or invented , by people, through "sym
bolic interactions" (with all the dubious assumption of voluntarism entailed)" This 
invented culture in turn takes the form of an inscribed text (Geertz cites Ricoeur 
approvingly)." (One might note here that Ricoeur's sense of " text" refers to specific 
inSCriptions, not the general presuppositions and conditions of possibility of social 
action. 4 

<,> It is apparent that however subtle compared to previous views, Geertz's out
look on objects of study remains firmly positivi st.) Furthermore, these man-made 
inscriptions are, it seems, the surface of conceptual structures. By this point we are 
asked to accept the "existence" of abstract entities we call "concepts" and their having 
a "structure." Starting with the idea of culture as behavior, then as something man
made, then as in scribed, then as a readable document, which later reveals an under
lying conceptual essence, we have made a~ odd and questionable journey. 
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One of the most intriguing silences in this progression is the absence of di sc ussion 
of exactly how the impressions of the anthropologist are related to those of the native. 
While it is obvious in one way that we are concerned with "our constructions of other 
people's constructions" (in the sense that interpretation, but no/ all behavior, is con
struction), it does not follow that their and our constructions are of the sa me logical or 
empirical order-even if ours depends on theirs-nor that they are even commensur
able . 

The deu s ex maciEinfl here is, unsurprisingly, an assumption about human nature. 
It is that people everywhere in the world (by virtue, one assumes, of the assertion that 
people make culture) engage in actions for the same reasons or causes; they may inter
pret actions in different cultural styles, but they share essential features of humanity 
which enable them to do so with identical logics, perceptions, and semantic processes. 
As Hollis has pointed out, however, these are at best epistemological, and mOre likely 
metaphysical, presuppositions, certainl y not empirical truths .'" In effect , the psychic 
unity of mankind is assumed. Unfortunate ly, those who appeal to such a principle 
interpret it in such different ways that it can underwrite approaches as far apart as her
meneutics and truth-conditional semantics. In Geertz's case, it mean S incorporating in 
his view of culture the idea of " the knowing subjecl."" This idea gives his interpreta
tion that flavor of individualism and freedom so popular in Western metaphysics of 
self. Nonetheless, it has not been established that the same idea holds for other people. 
The fact that we may find his interpretations appealing does not mean they are true; it 
merely means they fit our present prejudices . 

The dange r in Geertz's image of culture as being " inscribed" is tha t it leads too 
eaSily to assuming a mechanical relation between a collective representation and its 
interpretation by members of a society. Brief reflection on the presuppositions beh ind 
his argument about the working of sy mbols shows what is at issue. In attributing 
meaning to cultural.constructs, one requires a theory of mind, and the relation of indi
viduals to society, s uch that they construe collective representations in one way ra ther 
than another. 

TIME, PERSON, AND LANGUAGE 

1n Geertz's Person, Time and Conduct in Bali we are presented with notions of time and 
their significance from a reading of indigenous calendars." In the Javanese-Ba linese 
calendrical system a 21O-day year consis ts of ten concurrentl y running weeks from one 
to ten days long. Each week has differently named days and different uses. As Geertz 
quite reasonably notes, this tends to give particular "combinations of days" an individ 
ual flavor. To infer from this, however, that the nature of Balinese time-reckoning is 
necessarily, or eve n preferentially, permutational, let alone that it reflects "the very 
structure of reality," is oddly mechanical. " Might one not equally read from the sys
tem , among the main features of which is the mathemati ca l regularity of combinations, 
a model of complex order distinct from the variability of human affairs? Such a model 
would be peculiarly fitting for describing the doings and prescriptions of divine agen
cies which are apart from human contingency. Geertz chooses not to inquire into the 
vast number of ways in which the Javanese-Balinese calendar is actually used every 
day, and seems instead to ass ume that calendars have essential features which may be 
read out by the analyst inde pendent of, and prior to, detailed s tudy of their contextual 
use. 

There is no space here to enter into the largely s terile and ethnographically unin
formed debate about the nature of time in Bali ." Suffice it to say here that all the 
accounts represent time catachrestically.55 That is, it is approached through constitu
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tive metaphors, often spatial-time as "linear," "cyclical," "zig-zag," "punctuated," 
"durational"-of a kind which Balinese explicitly eschew. Perhaps part of the problem 
derives from the assumption that there is some essential "time," which is then mea
sured in different ways . In one sense time is peculiarly contextual, in that it is referred 
to relative to the situations of its use. For example, the Balinese recognition of stages of 
the sun's movement across the sky is particularly appropriate if it is a matter of going 
to the fields or finishing work, before sunset or before it gets too hot. To say that 
Balinese set off for the fields at 5 a.m. and return at 10 or 11, is far less informative. 
Much of the confusion about time in Bali might be avoided, I suspect, if, instead of ask
ing what time really "is," we were to look at how it is actually used and the relations 
which its use implies. 

In similar fashion Geertz infers a "depersonalization" of Balinese from their 
notionally distinct "orders of person definition."" Teknonymy, for instance, denotes a 
person in terms of parenthood of members of successive generations, and so stresses 
successors rather than predecessors. Geertz's interpretation again depends upon a 
very literal , formal reading of the bypassing of autonyms (personal names). As Feeley
Harnik rightly notes, teknonymy may equally permit a focus upon ancestors and the 
domination of the ascendant generation. 57 (Her point is that the "inscriptions" of cul
ture should not be read simplistically.) 

Once again we find the habit of postulating the essence of a system in isolation 
from its semantic context and the situations of its use. In fact the Balinese have a per
fectly workable system, and use it, to refer to ancestors, with kin terms reaching at least 
the fifth ascendant generation. Furthermore, teknonymy is not used equally by all 
social groups. In Tengahpadang it was characteristic of kin groups identifying them
selves as smiths (pande), who strove to keep themselves apart from others and to limit 
the range of their exchanges (including names?). One wonders if it is coincidental to 
Geertz's model of naming that his research was largely done in Tihingan, one of the 
few villages in Bali dominated by smiths. In developing his model of Balinese deper
sonalization, Geertz goes on to suggest that: 

as the virtually religious avoidance of its direct use indicates, a personal name is 
an intensely private matter ... when [a man] disappears it disappears with him." 

This may be fine in theory but in the roll-call for village meetings not the teknonyms 
but the personal names of distinguished old men (even if each is "but a step away from 
being the deity he will become after his death") were yelled out across the village 
square' Whatever the idealized reading of collective representations, villagers in 
Tengahpadang invariably referred to their dead ancestors by the personal names they 
are su pposed not to know." 

Before rushing to order Balinese means of referring to others, we might do better 
to consider Balinese ideas about naming. There is a set of texts, known as Dasanama 
(literally "Ten Names"), which indicate the various names by which heroes in the lit
erature are known in different roles, at different stages in their lives, and in different 
aspects of their personalities or incarnations. It thus appears that the applicability of 
names is a matter of context. As the Balinese use Dasanama, the implications of nam
ing are often the reverse of ourS. People and things are not essentially tied to anyone 
label; rather the labels are used to indicate different perspectives on the same phenom
enon. Names may denote, but they do much else besides . 

Behind the model of the unfortunate "detemporalized" and "depersonalized" 
Balinese lie several questionable presu~positions. The same assumptions come out in 
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Geertz's method of interpret ing symbols in his recent work on the " theatre sta te" in 
Bali."" Having extrapolated from the ethnography certain symbols as definitive, co n
stitutive or descriptive of kingship, he brings his analysis to a close.'" The assumption 
is that , having laid ou t the symbols, we are in a position to grasp how the Balinese 
understand and use them. Thi s procedure, however, presumes an unsta ted theory of 
the relation of symbols to action. First, the argument relies on a denotational model too 
crude to pick up the nuanceS of use in utter,lnces. Second, the implication is that col
lective representations are the necessary, or indeed sufficient, conditions of "ideas" or 
of some kind of " inner sta te" (in Needham's term s):·' but whether they are the reasons 
or ca uSes of action (or some less Cartesian relation) is unclear. Third, there is an implicit 
theory of the relation of society and the individual, since describing some of the socially 
available symbols is thought in some way to describe their meaning for people in that 
society. Fourth, in using the notion of "symbol" (which is so broad as to be meaning
less)" a specific theory of human action has already been presumed and the ontologica l 
problems of the analysis of Balinese culture neatly pre-empted. How Balinese collec
tive representations and Balinese culture are to be interpreted has been determined a 
priori by implicit assumptions about what culture and humans are-in other words, by 
a theory of human nature.''' 

HUMAN NATURE IN BALI 

How is Geertz's general model of human nature and culture worked out in Bali? He 
approaches Bali with the general assumption that it is through symbols "upon which 
men impress meaning" that " man makes sense of the events through which he lives ."b." 
In different cultures, man's rela tion to society may be structured in terms of different 
metaphors. In Bali, as Geertz sees it , the image is somewhere between play and dra
maturgy. There is a "playful theatricality" at work, for " Balinese social relations are at 
once a solemn game and a st udied drama ."ht> This trait is epitomized in the Balinese 
cockfight, which is a "melodrama," a kind of " art form" or " text ," because it is "a 
Balinese reading of Balinese experience" -in this instance that social life is "a status 
bloodbath."" Perhaps the most elaborate USe of this metaphor is in hi s picture of 
Balinese politics where " statecraft is a thespian ar!.""" For the sta te in Bali " was a the
a tre state in which the kings and princes were the impresarios, the priests the directors, 
and the peasants the supporting cast, s tage crew and audience.""' The metaphor could 
hardly be made plainer. If human beings in general are thinkers, in that they ponder 
the conditions of their existence, Balinese human beings act thi s thinking out by being 
thespians. 

Geertz's notion of " meta-social commentary" has rightly attracted attention. It is 
a timely reminder that cultures may engage in reflexivity. But Geertz believes that one 
can read meaning more or less directly into the cockfight and learn " what being a 
Balinese is really like.""" The intensity of Balinese involvement is described as "deep 
play" (a phrase borrowed from Jeremy Bentham), through which they portray their sta
tus battles to themselves. The link is through the double meaning of "cock" which, we 
are told, is the sourCe of much cultural imagery about machi smo, and the commentary 
hinges on complex levels of cock-based metaphor (e.g., "the underdog cock")." 

It is unclear why the recondite image of an English philosopher should provide the 
key metaph or for Balinese gambling. The parallel may be illuminating to us, but in 
what senSe is it valid? It corresponds with our ideas of the use of metaphor, but does it 
do so for Balinese? The Balinese, after all, have a very complex vocabulary to describe 
the relation of signs and symbols to their referents. The term most appropriate here is 
pra(tiwJimba (derived from Sanskrit, via Old Javanese, meaning " image, model ; 
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shadow")," which is widely used in Bali in the sense of "model," "metaphor," or 
"analogy." The crucial point about praimba is that metaphors, by comparing something 
to something else, are inherently false, and are therefore treated with great suspicion 
when encountered. 

It is true that people in Bali are also often described in the literature as "playful." 
One should not assume, however, that "play" refers to the same class of phenomena 
in different cultures." Where the one English word links the activities of children, 
relaxation, story-telling, sport, joking, theater and so on, Balinese designates each by 
a separate term and, so far as I can tell, these are not treated as deriving from any core, 
or essential, set of characteristics. Care is therefore required in using such precon
strained terms in depicting other cultures. 

Geertz has no way of establishing that the cockfight is ipso facIo a meta-social com
mentary, nor that its object is really a precarious status battle . It is surely unnecessarily 
Durkheimian to assume that status relations somehow constitute the reality of which 
something else is a dramatic representation (especially if one takes Goodman's point 
that representations are of something as something else)." One might note that much 
Balinese theater and literature develops the theme of fighting , whether it be inter
preted as dualistic, agonistic, Manichaean, or metaphysical. The characters in the 
shadow-theater, and orators in public meetings, are often caught in connicts of poten
tially lethal outcome. What isa commentary on , or renection of, what? 

The themes of connict or contradiction (both rough glosses of the Balinese l11iegall , 
which is also "fighting") and violence are too complex to be dismissed as the idiom of 
status claims. It is noticeable that Western commentators seem to have great difficulty 
with the role of violence in Balinese society. The editors of the SiuxlrIjlriknlpa, an Old 
Javanese text found in Bali, felt it necessary to excuse "the gruesome methods of war
fare which the poet's imagination conjures up" and remarked more generally that: 

Another compulsory feature of almost all knknwin is the elaborate, and to our taste 
exaggerated , descriptions of wars and battles between armies of heroes and 
demons.... The Western reader struggles through these endless scenes with dif
ficulty-in comparison with these the fighting in the Iliad seems mere child's 
play. " 

Ignoring what we see as violence in Bali because we do not like it does not seem a good 
way of approaching Balinese culture. 

In other words, I am suggesting that however interesting Geertz's argument about 
the cockfight is, it has been seriously essentialized." Apart from failing to consider 
cockfighting against the background of violence, the argument also omits other possi
bly significant contexts." We are not, for instance, given any idea of Balinese views on 
psychology to understand what watching or bringing about bloodshed implies , Instead 
we are offered an implicit Freudian imagery of thallalos in the butchery and eros in the 
sexual identifications. The idea that the cockfight is about status or prestige is taken 
largely as an unanalyzable fundamental. 

Perhaps th e most serious contextual omission is any reference to the Balinese 
"Chain of Being." In most versions animals are scaled according to their enslavement 
to bodily urges as against their capacity for control (see below). Accordingly, animal 
classi fications do not rank mammals above birds, but take each species on merit. So 
doves, regarded as peaceful and pure, are placed higher than pigs (which are thought 
to be stupid and to eat their own kind), while cocks, being inclined to fight, are noto
riously low. They fight not because they are forced to, but because that is what they 
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tend to do. The homonymic identification of bird and penis to us is made in quite a dif
ferent classificatory context "mong the Bolinese. Not only were cocks "nd genit"ls 
never analogized (to the best of my knowledge) but they were held to lie nea r opposite 
taxonomic poles. 

What should we then make of Geertz's elaboration on the identification of man 
and animal essential to this meta-commen tary' As he puts it: 

The language of everyday moralism is shot through, on the male side of it, with 
roosterish imagery. Sabllng, the word for cock (and one which appears in inscrip
tions as early as A.D. 922), is used metaphorically to mean "hero," "warrior," 
"champion," " man of parts," "political cand idate," " bachelor," "dandy," "Iady
killer," Or "tough guy."" 

The difficulty is that "cock" is usually siap in low Balinese and ayam in high, while 
"cockfight" is tajel/ . Sabllng is certainly not everyday Balinese. It does not occu r in any 
of the classic dictionaries in Old Balinese, Old J"v"nese," or archipelago Sanskrit. 

This presen ts us with a problem. For the word is Malay, the language of trade, and 
has been inco rporated into official Bahasa Indones ia , both being little known until 
recently by most Balinese. Not only does it seem then that the B"linese managed the 
remarkable feat of expressing their tender sentiments of love in a language which most 
of them did not speak, but they chose to pun on private parts in an erudite way' Fur
thermore, in writing abou t Balinese personal names, Geertz describes as "arbitrarily 
coined nonsense syllables" what are in fact mostly common everyday words." The lin
guistic foundations of Geertz's symbology sta rt to seem somewhat shaky. 

If we now turn to look at other modern anthropological views of the Balinese, we 
find Boon distinguishing between two styles of culture, the epic and the romantic: 

Epic posits constant, consistently principled , heroic familial "ristocracies, whose 
leaders establish the lawfu l and the just at the expense of the enemies of right. 
Romance portrays vulnerable disguised protagonis ts, parti"1 socia l misfi ts who 
sense surpassing ideals and must prove the ultimate feasibility of actualizing those 
ideals often against magical odds." 

So sweeping is the classification that Bali, if one can pigeon-hole a culture, might by 
turns be both, either, or neither. To assist us, however, we are offered further bearings 
in the form of a "syllogism" (sic): 

If pre-Islamic Java were Renaissancelike in its elaborate schemes, certainly rivaling 
Plotinus or Plato, of the interrelation of cosmos, art. and society, then Bali was and 
is more loosely mannerist. lI

:! 

Where Geertz offers an extended image of Bali as thespian, Boon places it in a classifi
cation of literary genres, Either people are heroes battling in soldierly fashion for the 
good and right, but as slaves of their culture; or they are misfits questioning the system 
they have inherited and in search of higher (extra-cultural?) ideals. Reference to West
ern models of man is hardly accidental, for elsewhere Boon elaborates hi s image of 
Balinese as Eastern Romantics. Rather than draw any link between the world views of 
Indian and Balinese literati, he suggests that 

a more apt comparison would link Balinese Brahmanas with German romantics: 
Both have soug ht to inform their sense of themselves and their exclusive role in 
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society and literature by referring to Sanskrit texts and to Indic ideals of literary 
priesthood. Tn a way the Herders, Schlegels, and Novalises of Germany occupy a 
position vis-a-vis India analogous to that of the Ida Baguses and the pedandas of 
Bali .III 

How the Balinese combine such different centuries and traditions in being at once 
Mannerist and Romantic is not explained. But indirectly Boon makes an important 
point: the German Romantics did use current ideas about India to formulate their 
vision of their place in the world. Needless to say, they had a curiously Western view of 
"the Other." Showing that Our own tradition once pictured itself in terms of its image 
of others is not, however, a very good reason for repeating the mistake; this time by 
reconstructing an entire people in terms of someone else's ideas of how the world, and 
human nature, ought to be . 

There is a final model of Balinese society which we need briefly to consider. It has 
been put forward by Bloch in a criticism of Geertz's views on definitions of person and 
time in Bali." He argues that while there is evidence that cultures define persons, like 
interests, goals and even time, quite differently, at another level there are shared con
ceptions of the way the world really is; otherwise we could never translate or speak 
across cultural boundaries. What we have here is a dual theory of human nature . There 
is a culturally specific model underwritten by a necessarily universal account. Bloch 
objects to the absence, in cultural accounts such as Geertz's or Boon's, of any way of 
explaining much of the practical action and political manipulation recorded in the 
Balinese ethnography. This is indeed a difficulty in Geertz's model of culture and 
human nature, but it does not follow that the only alternative is a universal account. 
For Bloch's vision of human nature looks remarkably like Utilitarian Man writ large and 
it is just as cultural in another sense as is Geertz's, and grounded on equally a priori, if 
different, assumptions . Instead of one account of human nature we have two, such that 
whatever does not fit in the universal model (determined largely by what the analyst 
can make sense of) fits in the other. In place of thinker and thespian , we are given shop
keeper or mercenary. 

BALINESE VIEWS ON HUMAN NATURE 

The degree to which explanations of action in Balinese society rest upon imported 
views of human nature should, I hope, be clear from the foregoing account. Yet how 
much does it matter if we import explanatory theories or metaphors? Apart from 
involving us in a dubious epistemological exercise, it tends to make nonsense of the 
ethnography. 

For example, we have seen that Balinese social life is widely portrayed as a kind of 
theater in which the actors strive to maximize control over the presentation of self, as it 
were in fear of forgetting their lines, or giving in to " stage fright."" Now whose idea of 
self and theater is this? The Balinese themselves speak of theater as about reliving /0/

twa (historical truth), whether grand or squalid, and not as representing something as 
something else. Geertz is using a vision of theater from his own culture to explain what 
he argues to be Balinese ideas of their roles . This is simply a category mistake. 

One also wonders how wise it is to define the proper subject matter of inquiry 
prior to an investigation of Balinese categories of speech and action . The pOint is not 
that we must be confined to their explicit accounts (for no one is suggesting these nec
essarily explain why they do what they do) but that, as these are the categories in terms 
of which Balineseevaluate their own and other's speech and actions publicly, they form 
part of any full ethnographic account. To conclude, I would therefore like to outline 
Balinese representations of speech, action and human nature, and suggest that they 
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are sufficiently different as to vitiate explanat ions based on alien pres u ppositions. 
The Balinese distingu ish between two kinds of speec h which people use in every

day life. The differences are important, as they determine the kind of inte rpretation 
which is put upon their "meaning" (arli). Young, stupid and uncontrolled people are 
likely to spea k straightforwardly what is on their minds or, as the Balinese pll t it, spea k 
"the con tents of their stomachs" (isin basalIg). Such immature speech (raos IIguda ) 
stands in contrast to mos wayah, which is what mature ad ult men and women should 
properly use. Such wiser, ma re controlled people speak less a nd enfold the point (le i tI
wek) beneath the surface-which is just what the young and the foolish wil l read. 
Those who are more re flective understand how to unravel from hints, struct ured 
according to fairly well known cultural standards, what the true reference or purpose 
(/eltljon) is. It is thus not a question for them of projecting various kinds of image, as 
Geertz's thea trical metaphor sugges ts, but rather of expressing degrees of self-co ntrol 
in the kind of language used . 

The Balinese also have well-developed views on mea ning and communication. For 
instance, terms like sekadi or sa lmaka , normally glossed as " like" and " as if," may be 
used ex plici tl y, no t as part of a referential use of language, but meta linguall y, to express 
the degree of the speaker's commitment to the truth of what he or she is asser ting. 
These expressions are much used in reporting speech or claims by others, when the 
speaker needs to make clear that the accuracy of the account is uncertain, and to sug
gest the degree of likelihood that he or she places on the statement. As noted above, 
the Balinese express a strong dislike for any avoidable uSe of meta phor and analogy. It 
is remarkable that so much of the Western work on Bali happily assumes the Balinese 
have the same penchant as we, withou t conSidering the kinds of truth cond itions the 
Balinese us€' in eva luating one another's statements. 

What kinds of assumption do Balinese then make about human nature? The for
mal framework owes much to an adaptation of classical Hindu models. Three sche mes 
are in general circulation. 

Trigllna: satfwa mjn(h) /till/as 

purity passion desire 
knowledge emotion ignorance 

Triwarga: darma art(h)a kn l7la 
disposition pursuit of enjoyment of 
to do good material sensual 
one's duty utility pleasu re 

TigQ-jfzaIUl:~ idep SIIbda bayu 
thought speech energy 

"'The last triad is normally given in reverse order: energy, speech, action. I have altered il here, because of 
the connection between the qualities in each column. The last triad is also generally unnamed, although as 
Hooykaas (from whom the lern:t is taken) noles, it is of great explanatory importance in Bali (see "Sa rasvati, 
the Goddess of Lea rning:' in Agctllln TirtJUI, p. 26). It provides the basis, among other things, for a cla ssifi
cation of " nature" (in our terms) of a quite non-Aristotelian kind. Other names used for the triad include 
/ri/altwa. The glosses in English are crude and designed only to give a rough idea of the kinds of quality at 
issue (for a helpful translation see Zoetmulder's Old laval/ese-EI/glish Dictionary) . 

The Iristlna are the three constituents of human nature; the /riwnrga are the three aims 
of human life; and the liga-jnal11l , the three forces manifes t in various degrees in living 
things, as well as the three kinds of knowledge associated with different living forms. 
The possible connections between the three sets allows many exegeses. The system 
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offers, among other things, a comprehensive account of the Balinese Chain of Being. 
At one extreme, animals (and plants) are capable only of acting as systems of energy, 
or at best, of simple speech, seek sensual pleasure in eating and sexual intercourse, 
and live in a state of ignorant desire. At the opposite pole, gods approximate pure 
thought, are motivated only by a disposition to do good and epitomize knowledge and 
purity. The higher they are the more remote and ineffectual they become, since they 
lack the capacity for speech and energy. The Balinese give this set of schemes, which 
they seem originally to have imported , a twist of their own. For they link this model 
with their own transformational view of the universe. Everything is thought to be in a 
state of continuous transformation (mefemahnn). For human beings, therefore, to stress 
only purity or knowledge is dangerous since it easily leads to excess and madness (or 
darkness, ignorance). Balance should be preserved between each of the three states in 
each system (although the precise point of balance depends upon what is fitting for 
people from different castes and for different personalities). In this way the e ntire 
scheme is run through with contextual clauses. 

We have here a fairly thorough-going theory of human faculties, goals and " natu
ral" processes . Yet this theory is determinedly tripartite and fits badly with Western 
dichotomies like pain/pleasure and altruism/egoism or with psychoanalytical models. 
It is therefore unwise to transcribe our distinctions, dual or otherwise, onto the 
Balinese without careful prior consideration. Since the scheme is common knowledge, 
not an esoteric priestl y model, and is presupposed-if often unreAectively-in 
Balinese interpretations of disputes and action in daily life, we ignore their relevance 
at our peril. 

How are such schemes actually used? At this point the possible ways of contex
lualizing presuppositions become important. Among the more common renderings 
has been the linking of Iriwarga with caste. For each caste notionally has a different 
danlla, or set of appropriate caste duties, which are laid out in various texts offering an 
authoritative view of proper relations between the different estates. Once again, how
ever, such schemes aTe open to multiple interpretation. For danna is seen as the moral 
duty incumbent upon all human beings and as an ideal associated with brahmana and 
priests, whether of high or low caste. In addition, da",," is characterized in everyday 
life as reflective thinking (pemilleh or sometimes lIIal1ah , from the Sanskrit lI1anas , the 
organ, Or faculty, of thought) as opposed to thinking about how to fulfill one's desires 
instrumentally (kelleil) . In these ways danna may be linked to caste duties of different 
kinds; it may be seen as the ideal of a few speCialized , and dedicated, persons; it may 
be seen as a legitimate goal for all human beings; or it may be the classification of one 
kind of thinking. Similar styles of contextualizing the classifications are found for each 
of the other term s. Hence, on the one hand , terms may be contextualized singly; on the 
other, their interconnections Or their possible links with other schemes, like that of a 
transforming world, may be stressed . When a scheme like the IriWllrga is contextual
ized in this way, however, its authoritative aspects, stressed in the caste model, may 
undergo great change. As we have seen, an excessive stress on purity, or du ty, may lead 
the personality to a state of imbalance and the commission of gross acts. 

Use of Balinese representations of human nature can thus lead toa quite different 
interpretation of institutions than those usually given . Cocks fighting for dominance 
might more easily be examples of what humans should nol do. Rather than offering an 
extended theatrical play on Balinese society, they may equally be seen as a dramatic 
representation of how not to behave. It is instructive that cockfights occur Obligatorily 
at temple festivals and other rites when the destructive and atavistic, expressed as buln 
(demonic, but also what is blind and ignorant), have their moment. 
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Just as it is possible to specify the cultural forms that ideas of human nature take, 
so we can give a preliminary specification of the styles or st rategies of interpretation . 
So far I have treated these as labels, not as universa l essen tial processes, as they 
obvious ly take different forms in different cullures and periods. We noted early on four 
commonly used ways of structuring and inte rpreting collective representations: essen
tializing, contextualizing, pragmatizing, and elaborating . II may be useful to link these 
provisionally to popular Balinese words widely used in eva luating words and action. 
First, Balinese commonly use the term lallu", when they wish to indicate how things 
really are, the true account behind appearances ."" So l1allwail1 is to work towards the 
truth of something. Tallwa is generally not directly accessible for human beings, who 
must work through texts, inference, or revelation; and it is often maintained that the 
Supreme Being, or Intelligence, Sang Hyang Wid(h)i alone knows this truth. In Old 
Java nese it had the implication of "the essential," "the actual" (as contrasted with the 
apparent or incidental). On this reading, even if it is one tha t village Balinese do not 
often seem to make (as they tend to work in a world of actuali ty, not of essences), tallwa 
is directly linked to essentializing. 

Often, however, things are to be understood in context to ensure they are appro
priate (manutJ-a common word to hear in meetings, and in discussion of interpreta
tions of theatrical performances. Contextualizing is then ngamilang, "fi tting"; and 
since ensuring that things are fitting is central to making pragmatic judgments, manul 
has very practical overtones. There is another word, pasli ("definite," " certain"), 
which picks up some of the English connotations of "necessi ty" or " making sure ." So 
masliang may be used with the implications of " making certain that," "determining," 
or "stating." While theater should be about lallu"" it is recognized that most people 
are sufficiently weak in danlla that is is necessa ry to appeal to their kama. So lallwa must 
be elaborated and decorated (kaiyas) in words and action to make it palatable. lt would 
be possible to refine a nd add to these terms, but they shou ld be adequate here to make 
the point that these strategies or styles are not pure analyst's importations. 

The advantage of characterizing the Balinese in terms of their own cultural idioms 
rathe r than the literary genres of Europe or America, of which they know nothing, is 
that we do not run the danger of creating a bengkiwa ("sterile hybrid ," taken from the 
monstrosity born of mating two local breeds of duck). There are also many occasions 
on which the Balinese themselves appeal to such models in explaining the actions of 
others. However, this still remains an essentializing strategy. Other constructions may 
be put upon events . Accepted roles may be contextualized in all SO rts of different ways. 
After all, is an ora tor a thinker, a human version of a fighting cock, a shadow-puppet 
of some patron, Or a man who likes the sound of his own voice' He may be anyone, all 
or none. 

Representations of human nature in Bali bear directly on the kinds of interpreta
tion we may legitima tely put upon their actions. If we wish to use the image of " nego
tiation ," which is currently a popular image for how soc ial re latio ns are to be 
understood, then it might be well to include indigenous ideas of what negotiation is 
about. One might reasonably expect the Balinese to express the actions of ot hers in 
terms of s tyles of transaction which are culturally available. For instance, the bartering 
image for human re lationships, present in so much of the literature, would seem prima 
facie out of place in a society where court intrigue plays so great a part in everyday life 
and in the theater. I am not saying that there is some mechanical relationship between 
representations and action: merely that such representations are part of the circum
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stances under which Balinese act and interpret the actions of o thers . Omitting such 
points is to omit a critica l part of the ethnographic record . Reflecting on our own pre
suppositions is also a first step away from a pervasive ethnocentri sm which scholarly 
studies may subtly perpetuate by sea rching for an essence, at worst imported outright, 
at best contrived, by reifying what happens among the people with whom they work. 

Despite - or even because of-the amount of resea rch on Bali, it is becoming clear 
how little we know. The plethora of unexamined , but relevant, indigenous treatises 
and the degree of local varia tion alone suggest that generalizations are rather dubious. 
Much of the material has reported assertions in particular situations as fact, and fact as 
truth. What we have mostly is a smattering of textua l sources, partial dynastic chroni
cles and lega l codes, the opinions of well-informed informants (priests, headmen, and 
marginal men; but rarely women) taken out of context and mapped onto nebulous par
adigms of Western intellectual history, without regard for Balinese epistemological cri 
teria . Balinese culture remains largely an inven tion of its commentators . There is much 
in Daniel Heinsius of Ghent's motto: QualltulII est quod lleScilllllS' 

AfTERTHOUGHTS 

In taking issue with some of the presuppositions we borrow to account for o ther peo
ples' doings, I am only hinting at the tip of an iceberg. When scholars extrapolate a set 
of sy mbols, o r when they describe another culture in terms of how people there "con
st ruct" or " negotiate" their cu lture, what preCisely are they doing? Is the implication 
that the existence of symbols or evidence of negotiation explains why people do what 
they do? To ass ume this would be to import further presupposi tions of our own, about 
the relation of collective representations and events, and about the link between 
thought and ac tion, as well as ideas about what constitutes an explanation, all far from 
fixed and all dependent on our own cultural fashion s. The explanation of act ion is a 
notoriously tricky business." The sheer difficulty of providing a n accou nt of ordinary 
everyday behavior in terms of the available models of intention, reason, ca use and 
motive sugges ts the potential weaknesses of our own ideas and anot he r good rea son 
not to impose them on ot hers. 

We need the kind of detailed knowledge of how people use theircultural represen
tations which to date has rarely been cons idered necessa ry. There is evidence to sug
gest, for ins tance, tha t the Balinese use the ir ideas of human natu re in different ways 
than we might be led to expect. The sche mes they elaborate are not genera lly used to 
provide an efficie nt, o r final , causal explanation of particular ac tions. Instead the mod
els are used to provide a genera l account of the conditions unde r which actions take 
place. The Balinese-suitably in the li ght of recent Western tendencies in the philoso
phy of mind and action-are inclined to treat the question of intentions or the reasons 
for doing something, as private, if indeed knowable at all. Where we develop ever more 
sophisticated techniques for the examina tion and exposure of the person, under psy
choanalysis and lega l definiti ons of responsibility, the Balinese draw a polite veil. Some 
things they still leave to the person. There may be good profess ional grounds for our 
doing the same. For Our illu sion that we can explain the actions of ot hers is a product 
as much of our tendency to essentialize and simplify, as it is of any realistic pOSSibility 
of being able to do so. Context is too complex to allow such certa inties. If I am right, 
then the business of explaining o thers is likely to be much harder than we like to make 
out. If I am wrong, then, like Monsignor Quixote's illustrious ancestor, I am tilting 
harm lessly at windmills . 
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